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Let S, denote the partial sum of an i.i.d. sequence of centred random variables having a finite 
moment generating function 4 in a neighbourhood of zero. In this paper, we establish strong and 
weak limit laws for 
where 1 s k = K(n) c n is an integer sequence such that K(n)/n + 0 and lim infn_.a, K( n)/log n > 0. 
Our results extend those of Deheuvels, Devroye and Lynch (1986), Deheuvels and Devroye (1987), 
Deheuvels and Steinebach (1987) and M. Cs6rg6 and Steinebach (1981). 
AMS 1980 Subject Classification: Primary 60Fl5; Secondary 60FlO. 
Erdbs-Renyi laws * large deviations * moving averages * laws or large numbers * law of the 
iterated logarithm 
Let x1,x2,... be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random 
variables with partial sums So = 0 and 23” = X1 -C - l 0 -I- Xn. We are concerned with 
the limiting behaviour of the moduli of continuity of the partial sum process 
{Scn,, , 0~ t s 1) as n increases to infinity. Throughout, we shall assume that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(A) E(X,)=O, 0ca2= E(X:)<m; 
=inf(t: ~(t)<00}<O<fo=sup{t: d(t)<m}, 
e moment generating function of Xl. 
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By the Komlos, Major and Tusnady [KMT] (1976) strong approximation of 
partial sums, (A) and (B) jointly imply that the sequence X1, X2, . . . may be defined 
on a probability space jointly with a standard Wiener process { W(t), t 2 0) in such 
a way that, almost surely, 
sup ISrnrl-aW(nt)l =O(log n) as n+m. (W 
OSfSl 
. In view of the results of R&&z (1982), Ortega and Wschebor (1984), and Csiki 
and R&&z (1979) on the moduli of continuity of the Wiener process, (1.1) enables 
us to obtain precise expansions for the corresponding moduli of {SInr3, 0~ t < 1) 
with large increments. We will therefore concentrate our interest in the case of 
increments o small that the precision given in (1 .l) is not sufficient for our needs. 
We will use the following notation. Let 
TI, = ,<T+ft k (S+r(i) - si)9 U” = max (Si+k - Si), 
\I- 1sisn-k 
Vn = max min (k/j)(Si+j-Si), 
lGi6_n-k fSjS/c 
Wn = max max (Si+j-Si), 
Isi<n-k l<jsk 
whereOGk=K(n)sn, n=l,&... is an integer sequence. Notice that Un and Wn, 
together with similar statistics corresponding to the sequence -X1, --X2,. . . , deter- 
mine the moduli of continuity of {Slnrl, 0 G t G 1) for increments of size k/n. 
The “critical choice” k = K(n) = [c log n], where 0 < CI” <00 is fixed, has been 
extensively studied in the literature, starting with the pioneering work of Erd& and 
R&yi (1970) for Un, and Shepp (1964) for Tn. In order to survey the state of ar’L 
on this subject, we start with some notation. 
For t, < t < to, let 
/I to m(t)=&(t)/+(t), Ao=l$y m(b) and co=1 tm’( t) dt, 0 
with the convention l/m = 0. For 0 < a! < Ao, define c(a) and t( (u) via the equations 
exp(-l/c(a))=i~f+(t)e-“‘=~(t(a))e-”t(a) and m(t(a))=a. (1.2) 
It is notcv*3athy (see Deheuvels, Devroye and Lynch [DDL] (1986)) that c(a) 
(resp. t( ar )) is decreasing (resp. increasing) continuous function of cy E (0, A,) such 
that 
liii c(i~) =Q0, lim c(a) = co, 
atAo 
lii t(ar) =0 and hlo ?(a) = to. (1.3) 
LePOSk=K(n)Gn,n=1,2,... , be an integer sequence. Throughout, we assume 
that this sequence is such that 
(a) lim inf +)/log n > co. 
n-00 
r assumptions imply that 0 
cted class characterized in 
istributions for which co > 0 form a 
treatment of W~-LL 3ccurs when (a) 
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The assumption (a) implies for all n sufficiently large the existence of CY, and a,, 
defined as the unique positive solutions of the equations 
~(a,,) = +)/log n and c(a,) = K(n)/log(n/K(n)). (1.4 
Let also 
h = t(t&). 0.5) 
The following two theorems combine results of DDL (1986) for co c I c 09, 
Deheuvels and Steinebach [DS] (1987) and Deheuvels and R&&z [DR] (1986) for 
l=oO. 
Ibeorem A. Assume that k = K(n) such that 
(b) K(n)/hgn+k(co,~] asn+m; 
and 
(c) For some p > 1, K(n)llogPn+O as n+m 
Then 
lim ( ufl - h?I ) t?I + log k= lim ( K - k) ‘n = i 
log log n n+a log log n 
in probability 
. (1.6) 
n+ao 
Theorem B. Assume, in addition to the hypotheses of 7heorem A, that k = K(n) is 
nondecreasing and that there exists a real-valued sequence Z(n) such that, as n + 00, 
and 
7%en, 
and 
DDL 
(d) K(n)-~(n)=O(K(n)/hg n), 
(1.7) 
(e) i(n+l)-i(n)=O(K”(n)/{n logn}). 
almost surely, 
~iminf(Ul-kY?I)tn+log k,~iminf(Un-k%)t?l 1 
n-m3 log log n n+a3 log logn “’ 
limsup(U”~~~~~~~+log~~~imsup(U”~~~~~~~ 3 
log log n =‘* 
(1.8) 
n-m3 log log n n-30 
(1986) have also shown, in the case where K(n) = c log n +o(log log n) for 
some co C c C 00 that Theorems A and B also hold when Un is replaced by; Tn. AS 
shown in DD (1987) the same is true when Un is replace 
Un by Vn, the constants $ and 3 in (1.6)-(1.8) hav 
acre has considered likewise I = [c log n f d log log n] for constants c 
and d. 
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In the case where I = 00, simpler formulations of (1.6).( 1.8) can be given, using 
the following asymptotic expansions (see e.g. ES (1987)): 
tn = 6’k -“*(2log n)‘/*(l+o(l)) as n+oo; (1.9) 
and 
ka, =~rk’/*(2log(n/k))‘/*+fa(y+o(l))log(n/k) as n-,a, (1.10) 
where y = K3E(X:) is the skewness coefficient. 
Using KNIT (1976), the following theorems can also be proved (see DS (1987) 
and DR (1986)). 
eorem C. Assume that k = K(n) is such that 
and 
(g) (log!og(n/~(n)))/loglog n-, 1 as n-,m 
Then 
(2 log( n/ k))‘/* 
iL$ &I/* log log n (U, -uk’/*(2 iog(n/k)i’/*) =$ (1.11) 
in probability. In statement (1.1 l), U, can be replaced by W,. 
Assume that k = K(n) is such that ( f) and (g) hold. In addition, assume 
that there exists a real valued sequence C(n) such that (e) holds, jointly with 
(h) K(n)-Z(n)=O(logn) as n+oo; 
and 
(i) K’(n)? and K’(n)/n& 
7hen 
( Un - ak”*(2 log@/ k))“‘) = +, 
and 
limsup(210g’n’k))“2(U _~k'/*(2log(n/k))l/*) 2 
n-+m ok”*loglog n ” 
= 
2 as. 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
ents (1.12)-(1.13), U,, can be replaced by 
and expansions (1.9)-( UO), we see that the 
the range why .; 
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but fails to do so when I = O( (log3 n)/(log log n)*), and y # 0. This justifies the 
interest of assumptions (b) and (c) in Theorem A which cover this situation. 
Theorems A-D provide a rather complete description of the limiting behaviour 
of U,, in the range of interest. Up to now, the best available result for W, under 
assumptions of Theorem B is due to M. Csiirgb and Steinebach (1981) who show, 
under different regularity assumptions on the growth of k = /c(n) that, in this case 
W, - ka, = n( k”*) a.s. as n + 00. (1.14) 
Aside of this, very little is known for T,, V, and W,. It is the aim of this pape;;I 
to fulfill this gap by showing that the results of Theorems A-D are true in general 
when U, is replaced by T, or W,,, and to investigate the limiting behaviour of Vn 
outside of the “Erd6s-R6nyi case” described in DD (1987). 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we investigate the 
limiting behaviour of V, by the bias of functional imit theorems. In Section 3, we 
give auxiliary results needed in Section 4 for the study of Wn. Section 5 is devoted 
to the study of T,. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss some applications and unsolved 
problems. 
2. The rao&nn variable V, 
We start this section with the following key result. 
Theorem I. Let k = k(n) be a sequence such that, for some real-valued sequence KI( n), 
(j) K(n)=K”(n)(l+o(l)) as n+m; 
(9 K”(n)P and K’(n)/n$; 
(k) (log(n/K(n)))/loglog n+oo as n+m; 
(b) k(n)/logn+lE(c,,,m] asn+ax 
Then 
lim VJ(ka,) = 1 a.s. (2.1) 
n+oo 
roof. The proof relies on Theorem 1 in R&&z (1979), which we state in the 
following lemma. 
I. Let ( W(t), t 2 0) be a standard Wiener process, and let 0~ KI( t) s t be a 
function such that KI( t)T, KI( t)/ tJ, and (log( tjk( t j))/rog log t + 00 as t + 00. Denote 
by S the class of absolutely continuous functitww f on [0, 1] such that f(0) = 0 and 
1: 1 f ‘I* dx s 1. For any e > 0, there exists ahmo, 4c’ sly a TE s ch that, for any T2 TE 
f E S, there exists a 0~ t = t(f E, T) < T - E( T) such that 
If(x)-2(G(T)log( (2.2) 
O=sXSl 
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Lemma 1 to the following subclass of Z?. Fix an arbitrary 0 < 0 c i, and 
decked by 
( 
2 ffPr o<x< 8, 
228 
we apply 
let & E S be 
I 
fXx) = 
t 
1 for O<X<l-78, 
-2 for 1-70cx<l-60, 
8 for 1-66~~4. 
We have ji 1 f iI" d x-l, f@(O)=O, f@(l)=l-88 and supocx~,)fe(x)-xl=8e. Fix 
now 0 < 0 < & and consider the function h&) = I- 118 + 6(x - 1). Note for further 
use that any choice of IJ Z= 1- 108 > 0 ensures that, for all 0~ x G 1, h&) s f@(x) - 8. 
Set now, for OS?< T-Z(T) and Osx~l, 
y,(x) = (2C(T) log( T/KI( T)))-“2( W( t +xKI( T)) - W(t)). (2 3) . 
By Lemma 1 with E = 8, there exists almost surely a Te < 00 such that for any 
T a TB, there exists a t = E( 8, T) such that SU~~~~&,(X) - f@(x)1 s 0 so that also 
Y,(X) bfeW - 0. 
Let 8;={BaO: h&)6 y,(x) f or all OCxGl}. Since S+[l-lO@c) is non- 
void, there exists an upper lowerbound B = Bt of this set. Since y,(x) - II&) is 
continuous in 0 s x s 1, its minimum is reached for some value y = y (8, T). Obviously 
y,(y) = h&j and 0 = y,(O) 3 k,(0). Since we must have he(y) = y,(y) 3&(y) - 8, 
this, in turn, implies that y is restricted to the range 0 =G y G & as follows from the 
inequalities 
=e+ e(l-106)H1&) for 0Gx<l, 
h,(OkO< e+ $$(l-lCB)=~ 
and 
h*(l)=l-11e<0+ E(l-lOP)=l-98. 
Set now s = ~(0, T) = t + ~(0, T)<(T). We have just proved that, for all 
OGxGl-8Gl-y, 
y~i~~=y~(~+y)-y,(yj=~,(x+y)-~~(y)~~~(x+y)-~~(y)=Bx. 
is, jointly with the observation that B = h,(l) - h&O) 3 h,( 1) = 1 - 110, suffices 
to show that, under the assumptions of Lemma 1, almost surely, 
lim inf(2rc’( T) log( T/K’( T)))-‘I* 
T+OD sup 0~s~ T-G(T) O<us( l-@)I?( T) 
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Naturally, the same result holds if we replace E( T) by g( T) = G( T)/( 1 - 0) which 
also satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1. This, in turn, implies that 
li? ef(2K’( T) log( T/2( T)))-‘I’ _, 
l (WWu)- w(s))~(l-ll8)411i---8. (2.4) 
Next, we use the fact (see e.g. R&&z (1982)) that, under the same assumptions, 
lim sup(2K”( T) log( T/KI( T)))-‘12 sup sup ( W(s + u) - W(s)) = 1 a.s. 
T+C0 O~ezT+(T) Osu&(T) 
In view of the inequality 
(W(s+u)- W(s))< sup (W(s+u)- W(s)), 
OsusZ( T) 
a joint application of (2.4) taken with an arbitrary 0 s 8 c & and of (2.5) proves the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let { W(t), t 2 0) be a Wiener process. Let 0 s G( T) s T be a function of 
Ta 0 such that the assumptions (i) and (k) of IReorem 1 hold. Then 
!‘mJ2K’( T) log( T/i( T)))-“2 sup inf (s/C(T))+ + Osr=sT-K’(T) Ocssr7(T) 
l (W(t+s)- W(t))= 1 a.s. (2.6) 
Remark 1. By the well-known results of non-differentiability of the Wiener process 
(see Paley, Wiener and Zygmund (1933), M. CsiirgB and Rev&z (1981, p. 44)) we 
have with probability one, for all 0 c t s T - I?( T), 
limsup(s/ru”(T))-‘lW(t+s)- W(t)l=m. 
40 
Furthermore, for any fixed O- t -E s T - KI( T), we have with probability one 
liminf(s/z(T))-‘( W(t+s)- W(t))=--cl~. 
SlO 
This makes (2.6) far from obvious, since one could intuitively expect that the 
limit in (2.6) might be equal to minus infinity. 
A statement equivalent o (2.6) is obtained by replacing W( l ) by - W( l ), which 
gives 
irst consider the case where L( rz)/log n + 00. 
the assumptions of ‘Theorem 1, for any fixed E > 0 we have ultimately in T with 
probability one 
sup (2#“( T) log( T/k( r)))-“‘lcz-‘(&~,,,, - §I,,) - ( W( t + xKI( T)) - W(t))] < & 
O=sx=zl 
for all O<t< T-Z(T), where Z(T)=KI([T]) and ~=K([T]). 
This, jointly with the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2, suffices to prove 
that 
lim V”J(2k log( n/ k))“* = CT a.s. 
n+oD 
which, in view of (LlO), is equivalent o (2.1). 
In the case where KI( n)/log n + I E (co, a), (2.1) follows as an immediate con- 
sequence of Theorem 4 in DD (1987). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
2. Theorem 1 says nothing concerning the rate of convergence of VJ(ka,,) 
to one. The methods we have used in the proof would require an evaluation of the 
rate of convergence in R&&z’s ( 1979) functional imit theorem in the spirit of Cshki 
(1980). Unfortunately such results are not available at present. 
On the other hand, a direct approach is possible by the methods of DD (1987). 
We shall prove namely the following result. 
‘FlbLwrem 3. Assume that k = I satisfies the assumptions (b-c-d-e) of Theorem B. 
Then, almost surely 
V*-ka, 
log log n 
=0(l) as n+w. (2.7) 
roof. The upper bound in (2.7) is a trivial consequence of (1.8) jointly with the 
inequalily Vn s U,. We postpone the proof of the lower bound to the end of Section 4. 
3. Auxiliary results 
Throughout, we assume that 0s K ,-, rr; (ii) < z is a sequence s*uch that 
(1) K(n)/logn+oo as n-,m; 
(c) For some p > 1, &2)/logP n + 0 as n + 00. 
The following expansions of a,, a,, and tn will be used (see DS (1987, (2.5)-(2.8))): 
(3 1) . 
(3.2) 
(3 3) . 
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where y = ae3E(X:). Notice that (B) ensures the finiteness of all moments of X1. 
In addition, the following large deviation bounds based upon Hiiglund’s (1979) 
results will be needed (see DS (1987, Lemmas 6, 7 and 8)). 
Lemma A. Let 0 < R C 00 be a constant, and let (a} be a positive sequence such that 
czflog n + 0. Then there exist constants 0C C1 G C2 c 00 and no< 00 such that, uni- 
formly over all n 3 no, 1 m - kl s Rkllog n and lz,, is c,, we have 
C,n-‘(log n)-1/2 exp(-2,) s P(S, a kru, + t&) 
S C2n-‘(log n)-‘12 exp(-2,). (3.4) 
Emma B. Let 0 c A, B C 00 be arbitrary constants. Let N = [Akllog n], and let m 
be an integer such that Irn - kl s BN. Dejne, for all n suficiently large, R, = 
Sk+M,+M’,, where Sk, MN and ML are independent, Sk following the same 
distribution as S,,,, while MN and ML have the distribution of max( ]SJ: 1 G i < N). 
Then, for any E E R and v > 0, we have, uniformly in m as n + 00 
k 
nP(R~~~~+t~‘(-logk+(~+~)loglogn))=log~({logn~u~‘)= (3.5) 
Lemma C. Let MN have the same distribution as max(lSJ: 1 G i s IV). There exist 
constants p > 0 and S > 0 such that, for any s > 0 and N 2 1, we have 
P( MN 2 s&i!) G 2{exp( +s2) + exp( -Gsm)}. (3.6) 
4. The random wariable W, 
In this section, we prove the following theorems: 
Theorem 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem A, we have 
lim (w,-ka”)t” 
n- log log n 
= 5 in probability. 
. Under the assumptions of Theorem B, we have almost surely 
liminf(wn-ka.)tn=f and limsup(wn-kan)t. 3 
n-a, log log n n-+oo log iog n =” 
(4.0 
(4.2) 
f. Note that (1.6) implies that, under the assumptions of Theorem A, 
k~,-t~‘1ogk=ka,+o(t~‘1og1ogn) as n+m. (4.3) 
e sequel, it will be convenient o formulate our statements i s of Q!, 
rather than Qn, namely by studying the statistic 
(( - kan) tn + log k)/log log n. 
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Using the obvious inequality iJ,, s W,, a straightforward 
Theorems A-B shows that: 
application of 
. Under the assumptions of 73eorem A, fir any e > 0, we have 
lim P 
( 
UK-kcr,)t*+logk 1 
log log ?3 a 2 
--E =l. 
1 n-w0 
(4 4) . 
Under the assumptions of Theorem B, we have 
lim sup 
(wnm~nJt,+logka;, liminf(w~-ka,)tn+‘ogk~~ 
log log n log log n 
- 2 as. 
n-30 n-m3 
In order to complete the proofs of Theorems 4-5, we make use of the following 
facts. Throughout, details are given in the case where K( n)/log n + 1 = 00. The 
extension to the case co c I c 00 is achieved by the same arguments as in DD (1987). 
mma 3. Let Sm = max(O, S, , . . . , S,,,). Let r,,, + 0 and s, -00 be two positive 
uences. There exists a constant 2~ C ~00 such that, uniformly over 
m-‘/2s ,<asr,and m=1,2,..., wehave 
P(Sf?l Z=ma)< P(S ,3ma!)GCP(&+ma). (43 
roof. The first inequality in (4.5) is due to the fact that S,,, b Sm. The second 
inequality is an immediate consequence of the large deviation expansions due to 
Cramer (1948) (see e.g. Petrov (1975, p. 218)) and its extension to the maxima of 
partial sums (see e.g. Aleshkyavichene (1979), Theorem l)), i.e. for a +O and 
W/K+~, 
and 
P(S, 2 ma j = {I-@(q)}exp($+))(l+o(l)) 
P(S,amLu)=2 1 @ { - ($)}exp($*(f))(l+o(l)), 
where @ denotes the standard normal distribution function, and where h(u) is 
Cramer’s eries (see e.g. Petrov (1975, p. 220)), which is the same in both expansions. 
Let O<A, < m be arbitrary constants. Let N = [AK/log n] and let m be 
N. Define, for all n suficiently large, Rn = 
and ML are independent, 9, following the same 
bution as S,,, defined in Lemma 3, while is as in Lemma B. 
en, for any E E R and Y > 0, we have, un 
naka,+t,‘(-logk+(~+e)loglogn))=- k o{(; *, *l)Y--E}. 
log n 
(4.6) 
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The proof follows closely the proof of Lemma B (Lemma 8 in DS (1987)) 
which relies upon the large deviation bounds of Lemma A (op. cit. Lemma 7). Let 
log2 n = log log n. By Lemma 3, we have, as n + 00, 
P, = P(grn 2 kar, + tn’( -log k + (i+ E - Iv) log2 n)) = 0 ($&)(log nf”‘}, 
the r~:suli being iiiiiforz over i 11 G d = tin = [(log n)‘/4/‘lag2 R]. 
Consider now 
&=P,+ i (P,-P,_,)P M,+M’ 
il=l ( 
+ ti’(!$) dog, n) sZP,+I% pIQ,, 
where, by Lemma C, for some appropriate positive constants B and E, 
Q,=P M,+Mhw,’ 
( 
(~)~log,n)42P(M~~t~‘(~)ulog,n) 
S4 
{ 
exp(-B(I-l)*logs n)+exp (-E(l-l)(&-*‘*log2 n)}. 
(4.7) 
It is now straightforward that 
~~=0(:1)=O{~(~)(logn)~-‘} as naoo, (4.8) 
Next, consider 
q= i (P3;,q-,)Q+ i fiQJ and &= i (PI-P,_,)Q,sQ,, 
l=d+l I=d+l i-c+! 
where c = c, = [K(log n)/log, n] where K is a fixed constant. By (4.8), 
&~2P(M~~t;‘(~)vlog2n)=o(l/n’)=o(P,) as n+m. 
Finally, similar arguments as used in DS (1987) show that a proper choice of K 
ensures that 
&=o(P,) as n+m. (4.9 
We omit details for this part of our proof, since it is here identical to the proof 
of Lemma 8 in DS (1987). 
The conclusion follows from the fact that the probability in (4.5) is bounded 
above by A’* + Z2 + & . 
. For any E > 0, 
1 
n 
-kcu,)t,+logk<l+E 
loglogn “* 
(4.10) 
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roof. Set Si,m =max(Si+,-Si: 0~ 1% m). We first observe that, if js isj+ I+& 
j+ksi+kGj+k+N, 
Sik s lIlaX($j+N_i, Sj+fV-Si+ Sj+hl,i+k-j-N) 9 
= JfN S- -Si+maX{maX(Si+,-Si+~: O~~~j+N-i), Sj+N,i+k-j-N1 
s Sj+N -&+max{max(l$+N -~+N-II: N k N), Sj+N,i+k-j-N) 
S~IMX(IS~+N-S~+~-,I: 0s Is N)+~j+N,k-N+Sj+SN* 
It follows that, for all j s i s j + IV, 
SikS2maX((Sj+N-§j+N- !!:O~ICN)+Sj+Jyk-N . 
+2maX(l4+k+! -s,+,~:O4av) 
=2Mj,N+~*~,~-N+2M:;N. (4.11) 
Let N = [k/log n]. We see that &-N,k-N, IQ+/ and M;,, are independent random 
variables, following the same distribution as Sk, MN and Mb of Lemma 4, where 
we choose m=k-iVf A=B=l. 
Hence, we apply Lemma 4, setting d = kar, + tn’( -!og k + (4+ E) log log n), which 
yields, for any v > 0 and E E R, as n + 00, 
P(W,~d)~P(max{2Mj,N+Sj+N.k-N+2M~,N:j=O,N,2N,...,jCn}~d) 
= O{(log n)Y-“} as n + 00. (4.12) 
Take now E > 0 and v = e/2 in (4.12) completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
Combine (4.4) in Lemma 2 with (4.10) in Lemma 5. 
We next aim to the proof of Theorem 5. A direct application of Theorem 3 shows 
that, without any further regularity assumption on the sequence k = I, 
limint.(W”-kCL”)+logk<, 
n+oD log log n “ ‘*‘. 
(4.13) 
ere, we have used the fact that for any sequence of events An, P(An) + 1 implies 
i.o,j = 1. Combining (4.13) and Lemma 2 proves the lim inf part of (4.2). 
n” view of Lemma 2, it remains to show that, under the assumptions of 
lim sup ( -kan)+logkKl 
log log 7l 
-? as. 
n-ha, 
(4.14) 
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assumptions imply that there exists a constant D > 0 such that, for nj-1 G n 6 nj9 
j=2,3,..., 
IK(l’2)-K($)l~ DK(n,)/log nj, 
IKW% -K(n!)tX,,,I s DK(nj)/lOg ?I!!. 
This also implies that, for nj-1 s n s nj, 
K(n)a,t, -log K(n) = K(~t&njt,,j - log K (II!!) -k 0( log log ?I!) as j + 00 
(see e.g. Remark 7 in DS (1987)). 
Since W, increases in n, it is enough to prove that (4.14) holds along the 
subsequence nj. 
Now, by a similar estimation as in the proof of Lemma 5 (making use of 
Lemma 4 with Irn - K(n)1 s [2h(n)/log n], A = B = 2D), it follows that 
P( w,~K(nj)cu,+t;;,‘(-log K(n’)+($+&) bglog nj))=o{(!Sg nj)-1--E/2) aSj+m. 
The observation that & (log nj)-‘--E’2 < 00 for all E > 0, jointly with Borel-Cantelli, 
suffices to prove (4.14). This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The remainder of this section is devoted to the completion of 
the proof of Theorem 3, namely by showing that 
(V,-Iccy,)t,,+log k 
lim inf P
_ 
>-- -- 
n+oo log log n w **” 
(4 ‘15) . 
For the proof of (4.15), we use the notation in DD (1987) and define for any A > 0 
TV = 0, T*(A) = min{n > 0: Sn C nh), 
?(A) =min{n > +,(A): Sn -STj_,(h) C (?I -+l(A))h}, j = 1,2,. . . , 
Oj(A)=Tj(h)-_-l(h), j= 1,2,. . . . 
Observe that (see e.g. DD (1987, Remark 1)) 8,(A), 8,(A), . . . are i.i.d. and such that 
n-‘P(Sn~nA)~P(8,(A)>n)=P(S,~A,S2~2A,...,Sn~nA)~P(Sn~nA). 
(4.16) 
Let further 
K,(n)=max{jaO: q(A)sn}, n=O, ,... . 
e have (see D (1987) Lemmas 7 and 8) 0 < y < 6 < 
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Choose now A = cy, +k-‘ti’z,,, where Izn! s c, = o((log n)‘/*) as n -+oo. By (3.4), 
(4.16), Lemmas 1,2 in DS (1987) and arkov’s inequality, we have, for m = 1,2, . . . , 
P@,(A)> ,m)s P(S, amA)sexp(-m/c(A))=exp 
\ 
-f(log n+z,+o(l))/, 
k 
where the o(1) holds uniformly over z, when n + 00. This, in turn, implies the 
existence of a constant 07 such that, for all n sufficiently large, 
P@,(A)> m)s c exp (-mzn), m=l,2 ,.... 
By evaluating an upper bound for the moment generating function of 9,(A), then 
by large deviations arguments based on r,,, (A ) = c Et &( A ), routine computations 
show that 
liminfn-‘k(logn)-‘K,(n-k)=D>O a.s. 
n-a0 
(4.18) 
Note that (4.18) corresponds to Lemma 8 in DD (1987). By (4.17) and (4.18), we 
have 
P max e,(A) S k i.o. 
l=Sj=SDn(lOg n)/k 
= 0 + P( Vn < kA i.o.) = 0. 
Next, we use (4.16) to evaluate the probability above. We have 
P f max 
\ l~j~Dn(log n)/k -’ * 
\ 8,tA)s k/ s(1 -k-‘P&a kA))~Dn”og”)‘k3 
sexp(-ik-*(log n)DnP(Sk~ kh)). (4.19) 
Choose now A = an + k-‘t,‘( -2 log k + ($+ E) log log n), so that by Lemma A this 
last expression is less than or equal to 
c exp(-d(lug n)‘), (4.20) 
for some positive constants c and d. 
The conctusion follows by Borel-Cantelli if we take E > 1, since the probabilities 
in (4.20) are the suml~~able. In addition, we use here the fact that log k =t 0(log2 n) 
as n + 00. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
e start this section by the study of Shepp’s s istic rT for large increments. me 
corresponding analogues of Theorems C and are then no longer immediate by 
of their counterparts for the increments of the Wiene 
es vi the 
resented next. 
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Assume that k = K(n) is such that 
(f) tc(n)(log log n)2/log3 n + 00, 
and 
(g) (log log (n/K(n)))/log log n + .I as n +a 
Assume further that there exists a real valued sequence i(n) such that 
(h) K(n)-G(n)=O(logn); 
(e) fZ(n+l)-Kl(n)=O(K’(n)/(n logn)) as n-,00, 
and 
(i) K”(n)f and K”(n)/n&. 
Then 
(2 log( n/ k))“2 
:iT akI/2 log log n ( T, - uk’12(2 log( n/ k))““) = $ in probability; (5.1) 
lim inf (2 log(” k))“2 ( T 
n+* uk”’ log log n * 
- uk’j2(2 log( n/ k))‘/“) =- i a.s. 
lim sup (2 l”g(n/ k))“2 ( T 
n-m ok”’ log log n n 
- wk’12(2 log( n/ k j)‘12) = $ a.s. 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Proof. Note that it is enough to prove that (5.1).(5.3) hold with “a” replacing 
Lb =“, since Theorems C, D, 4 and 5 together with the obvious inequality T, s Wn 
imply the “<“-part. 
In view of (1.1) jointly with the results of M. C&g6 and R&esz $579) (see e.g. 
Theorem 1.2.1 in M. C&g6 and R&&z (1981)), and our assumptions on k = K(n) -Y 
K”(n), we can limit ourselves to the proof of (5.1)-(5.3) with 6= K”(n) replacing k, 
and with 
f* = sup cr(W(t+k)- W(t)) _ OGrSn-k 
replacing T,. In the sequel, we shall study the statistic fn. For sake of convenience 
we omit the notation Q” on ?m and k” = KI( n). Also, assume without loss of generality 
that o2 = 1, and set 
a, = tn = (2k -I log( nJ k))“‘. 
bserve that this notation is consistent with (1.4) if we assume that XI follows 
aussian distributian, i.e. if 4(t) = ex (St’), m(ti=t, t(a)=% a 
The choice of tn = stead of t( a,) as in (1.5) does nat mod 
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r afty E > 0, we have, u 
li (5.4) 
n+oO 
e use of the integer sequence j] (a > 1) and observe that, by 
our assumptions on S ffj s I d s nj+] , 
~j/K(~j)d~/K(nlb ~j+~lK~~j-k,), 
nj+l -nj -Kbj+knj(a--1), lQglog(n/K(pt))-lloglog(nj/K(nj)), 
K(n)& -K(nj)d$ =o(t,‘), Ki’2(t2)fl, -K-“*(?lj)aq =o(#-“*(Rlj)t;;,‘>, 
as j+m. ence, it f0110ws that for glj S n G llj+] and j sufficiently large, 
(T,,sK(n)a,+t,‘(f-&)bglog(n/K(n))) 
Te Uj = K”*(n’)anj + K -I’*( fIj)tz;($-f E) log !og( nj/~( nj)). Following Ortega and 
chebor (1984, p. 334), set, for nj_1 s t s nj, 
(t) = K (8)) and r(rj= K-‘i2jltj)(~(p+K(~j)j_ w(l)). 
(t))=maX{o, (K(S)/K(t))“P-(f-S)(K(S)K(f))-“2}, 
and 
(t))=maX{o, I-(t-S)/K(flj)). 
ence W) = ‘(8)) = 1, while E( (t)) s E( Y(s) Y(t)). 
Slepian’s lemma (see e.g. Leadbetter, Lindgren and Root& (1983, Theorem 7.4.2)), 
we thus obtain 
inally, 
sup Y(t)< Uj). 
llj_#StSnj-K(nj) 
v&z (1982) results in 
(lOg( nj/K( Plj)))“* 
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. For any E > 0, we have, under the assumptions of 
n)tn/loglog(njk)+-e as. 
Take ?2j = [a’] (a > 1) as in the proof of Lemma 
log log n as E + 00, for (5.5), it is enough to prove that 
P( su ) G 09j i.0. (in j)) = O5 
nj-1 ~l<flj-K(n,) 
6. Since log log(n/K(n)) - 
where X(t) and Uj are defined as above. NOW log(a/rc(n)) = (log n)‘+““’ as n + 00, 
) by the estimations in the proof of Lemma 6 completes the proof by the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma, Recall that log ni -j log Q as j + 00. 
For the proof of Theorem 6, we need only prove one half of assertion (5.2), i.e.: 
. For cany E > 0, we have 
lif+yp ( T, - ka,) t,, /log log n a 3 - E as. (5.6) 
As a consequence of Theorem 1 in Ortega and Wschebor (1984), we can 
easily verify that, for any E > 0, 
is an upper-lower-class function of the “small increments” process 
x(t) = K (t+K(t))- w(t)), ta!h 
Since K(t) is ultimately nondecreasing and such that, for nj = [a’] ((z i i j, 
K”2(Tlj)dZ,,j-K”2(Tij_~)Cnj_,=~(K-1’2(~j)t;;i’) aSj+a, 
we have evidently 
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In the sequel? assume that k -  I, fn and an are defined as usual by 
e omit details for the case where K( n)/log n = O(1), and refer to DDL 
(1986) whose methods may be extended without difficulty to cover this situation. 
Thus we assume throughout hat K( n)/log n + 00 as n + 00. 
First, we remark that of’ implies that T, s W,. Hence, a straightforward 
application of Theorems 4 and 5 yields: 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, if K( n)j’, we have, for any E > 0, 
lim p (Tn-wr.+*wk<*+e ( -2 1 = .1 n+m log log n 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, we have 
lim inf 
(T,-k%,)t,,+logk 
log log n 
Q$ a.s., 
n-+00 
and 
limsup(Tn-~.)t.+‘ogkc, 
log log n 
-2 a.s. 
n+43 
(5 7) . 
(5.8) 
(5 9) l 
The follosving lemma, jointly with (X7), completes the first half of Theorem 7. 
Lemma 9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, if K( n)?, we have for any E > 0 
lim p (T,-~n)tn+lW k,, 1 
n-m ( loglogn -2-E = l > (5.10) 
roof. Let, as usual, ni = [ aj] (a > 1). By our assumptions on k = K(n), we have 
for nj s n G nj+] and j sufficiently large 
Y(T,z+r,+t,‘(-logk+(&)loglogn)aP 
(nj_:Snj AiJ’ 
where 
A = {S+,(i) - si 2 K(nj)anj+ tij’(-lOg K(?$)+(f-$&) log log nj)}. 
In view of the OJ _ J ng-Erd6s (1952) inequality (see e.g. Lemma 3 in DDL (1986)), 
for (5. lo), it sufEces to prove that 
E P(Ai)+O as j-,00, 
?lj_1SiSnj 
and 
C P(AinAl)=o C P(Ai) asj-+a. 
li-ll<K(nj) nj_lSiSnj 
nj_lSi,lSnj 
e first assertion follows from Lemma 
“j-l Snj 
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The second assertion is a consequence of Lemma -4 together with an estimation 
similar to the one given after Lemma 3 in DS (1987). Put 
X=K(nj)(Yq+t~j’(-IOgK(nj)+(f-4E) log 1Og nj) 
and 
f#=K(nj)(Y”j-(k-i)tz: log &(tnj)+2tij log K(5). 
For PGk-iSK(nj) and nj_lSiSnj, we have by Lemma 3 of DS (I987), for 
O<t<t”j, 
P(Ai n&F 90,) K(“j)-(‘-i) exp( - tnjq) + P( Ai) 4 ( t )‘-’ e-r(x-~)v 
Choosing t = tnj/2, the same arguments leading to relation (4.7) of DS (1987) 
complete the proof. A key observation is that the estimates of Lemma A are uniform 
over all m’s such that Im-K(n)l=O(K(n)/logn) as n+m. Cl 
In order to prove the second half of Theorem 7, we first show that 
Lemma 10. Under the assumptions of fieorem 5, we have 
limsup(T”-ka”)+logkS, 
log log n 
2 a.s. 
n-m3 
(5.11) 
Proof. Obviously with nj = [ ai] (a > l), 
Tw, ~maX{Si+K(i)-SiZ nj-1 S is ?lj -K(nj)} 
a T;. , c maX(Snj_,+/+K(nj_,+l) 
-Snl_,+l: I=O, N, 2N,. . .; I~nj-nj-~-K(nj)}, 
where N = [K ($)/log nj]. 
With 
and 
Ai = { Si+K(i) - Si a x}, 
we obtain, similarly to the proof of Lemma 9, 
Clj-‘+E s c P(Ai) s c2js1+& 
rl,_lSiSnj 
i-n,_,=O.N,2N ,... 
for some positive constants cl and c 2. Choose E > 0. By an obvious modification of 
the proof of relation (5.5) in S (1987), we also have, as j+ 00, 
c 
Ilj-lSi#lS?lj 
i,l=nj_l ,nj-I+ N,nj_l+2N,... 
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Thus, via the Chung-Erd6s (1952) inequality, the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that 
lim sup{ (( TLj 
j+a3 
-K(PIj)““j)?nj+lOg K(PIj))/lOglOg flj}a$ a.S., 
which renders the proof of Lemma 10 complete. Cl 
. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5, we have 
liminf(T”-~n)t,+logk~~ as 
log log n 
. . 
n-30 
(5.12) 
roof. Consider again nj =[aj] (a> l), and let for l-+-1=0, 2K(?2j), dK(?Zj), . . . . 
1 s I2j -2K(?lj), 
Ql = paX{Sl,i+K(/+i) -S,+i: i=o, .bd,zM,. . .; isK(?Zj)}, 
where M = [ K( ni)‘+‘/lOg nj] and where 6 > 0 is to be precised later on. 
Since, for ?ljs IIs ?lj+), 
rna?nj=max{Q,: I_nj-,=O,2K(~j),4K(5),...,; ls?2jw2K(Plj)}, 
in order to prove (5.12), it is enough to show that, for any E > 0, 
P( fnj < X i.0. (in j)) = 0, (5.13) 
where X=K(?2j)ttnj+t~‘(-10g K(?Ij)+( i -$ E) log log nj). NOW, observe that the Ql 
are independent (but not necessarily identically distributed). Hence, by the same 
estimation leading to Lemma 13 in DS (1987) with S < E/ (4p), 
P(Fnj<X)=fl(1-P(Q,~X))=O{exp(-co(log~j)”’4)} as j-*00, (5.14) 
1 
for some positive constant co. Since log nj N j log a, the right-hand side of (5.14) is 
summable in j, which by Borel-Cantelli renders the proof of Lemma 11 complete. 0 
Lemmas 10 and 11, jointly with (5.8) and (5.9) complete the proof of Theorem 7. 
Ht is usual to define the modulus of continuity of the partial sum process by 
A;(h)= suP 15ntf+ h)-Sn(f!!s 
OSr~l-h 
i(h) = sup SUP I&n(f+S)-f;r(f)l for O< h < 1, 
OGrsl-h OGSSh 
eore 
to characterize t 
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Assume that 0~ h ,, s 1 is a sequence such that 
(a) nh,flogn+lE(max(cO,-c&a] asn+oo, 
and 
(p) For somep> 1, nh, flogP n + 0 as n + 00. 
Define for all n suflciently large a: ( resp. a,) as the positive (resp. negative) root 
of the equation in a, 
c(a,) = nh&g(Vh,). (6.0 
Let also a: = max(az, -a,), and decfine tz= t(af) (resp. -t(a,)) if a: = a: (resp. 
a:= -a,). 
%hen, _for A,, =A; or AZ, we have 
lim (An(hn)-nhnaz)tz =$ in probability 
n+a log log(I/hn) 
. 
0 (6.2) 
Consider now the special case where Xn = 0, - 1, n = 1,2,. . . , where {w,, n 2 1) 
is a sequence of independent exponentially distributed random variables with mean 
one. In this case, (6.1) becomes by the change of variable x = a, + 1 
x - 1 -log x = (nhn)-’ log( I/ hn). (6.3) 
Moreover, we have a: = /3: - 1, where pz is the root larger than one of (6.3), 
and t,, = (p;f - 1)/p:. Hence (6.2) becomes here 
!!” log log( I/ hn) 
(Pf-l)‘PX {A,(h,)-nh,(pz-l)}=$ in probability. (6.4) 
This last example takes its interest from the well-known representation (see e.g. 
Pyke (1967)) 
/ n+l 
/ z 
- 01, i=l n, fC6 c\ 9-**3 \“.” ,. 
I=1 
where ,3 s LJn s l l l s t& s 1 denote the order statistics of a sample of size n from 
a uniform (0,l) distribution. 
Define the corresponding empirical quantile process by qn (t) = n 1’2( Q,, ( t) - t), 
0~ ts 1, where 
Qn(f)= L { 
for t = 0, 
i,n for (i-1)/n < t G i/n Y i = 1 v-*-9 n. 
For 0 c h < 1, define the modulus of continuity of qn by 
r;(h) = SUP 14n(t+h)-4nCf)19 
osts1-h 
sup lqn(t+d- 
O~r~l-h O=sSSh 
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h application of (6.4)-(6.5), jointly with the observation, by the central imit 
theorem, that ri’ cyz: q= 1 + Op( n-‘I*) as n + 00, gives the following corollary: 
2. Assume that 0~ h, s 1 is a sequence such that nh,/log n + 1 E (0,001 as 
n + 00, and that, for some p> 1, nh,llogP n + 0. Then, for &, = r: or r:, 
lim n”2(flf-1)@f IF [t 
n+a log log( I/ hn) 
\+‘/*h 
I’ n’r‘nJ 
(p+_I)} 
n. n 
= g in probability. 0 (6.6) 
Note that Mason (1984) has proved, in the range of increments covered by 
Corollary 2, but under additional regularity assumptions on h,, that 
lim ~n(hn)/{n’/2h,(~~ - 1)) = 1 a.s. (6.7) 
n+a, 
We do not offer here strong laws for rn( hn) since their proofs would require 
additional work with respect o our present heorems. 
Similar expansions can be made for the empirical process (see e.g. DR (1987)). 
We omit details. 
It is very natural to hope that our theorems can be extended in functional form, 
in the spirit of the approach used in Section 2. At present, such a direction seems 
forbidden, due to the lack of the appropriate large deviation result. The same is 
also true for dependent sequences for which one may only obtain first order 
evaluations. 
Another promising approach would consist in investigating invariance principles 
for increments when higher moments coincide with those of a Gaussian distribution. 
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